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Data Mining and the Virtual Observatory: our reference framework

Key components:
BoK, App framework, Deployment environment.
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→ (RESTful) webservices.
Our solution: an extensible architecture

Each component is replaceable except the framework, which can be extended by means of plugins.
A Data Mining plugin implements a scientific use case (e.g. classification, regression, multi-layer clustering, ...).

Each DMPlugin may use one or more different low level Data Mining Models.

DAME exposes DMPlugins to the user, and DMModels to devs through a Software Development Kit.

Models are reusable, plugins are not (unless we decide to implement workflows).
DMPlugin basic features

- Dynamically loaded at runtime, but have to be registered by an admin;
- they implement abstract methods of an abstract Java class;
- they are unaware of the environment in which they are going to be launched;
- they are also unaware of where the files actually are;
- they know whether they are long or short running tasks;
- interaction with the environment through abstract drivers.
Both execution and storage are abstract Java classes which must be implemented for the specific storage and execution platforms.

We abstracted the idea of job execution running time so that DMPlugin developers can tell the driver, at runtime, whether the code is a long running task or not. That way different drivers can be instantiated in order to launch the task.

We have implemented the Stand Alone driver and we are currently developing an EGEE GLite compliant driver for GRID.

To contribute with a driver you just have to implement the abstract methods of an abstract class.
The DEAL: an example

We developed a proof of concept GLite driver to demonstrate how plugins can be launched in different execution environments:

- according to user inputs the plugin is instantiated on the framework machine (where all the business logic is running);
- according to the running time the correct Driver is instantiated;
- if it is a long run task, the GRID driver is instantiated and its run() method invoked;
- the GRID implementation just serializes the plugin and calls a GRID executable through GLite middleware;
- the executable takes the serialized plugin as input, deserializes it and lauch it on the Computing Element;
- during the execution the DMPlugin is also able to send messages back to the Framework.
The first prototype

- Currently running at http://dame.na.infn.it. It was meant to be just a prototype for validating user interface requirements.
- It was successfully used during Italian VODays (>200 users).
- It is soon retiring, as soon as the new rich web application front end is ready (matter of days).
- It just exposes an MLP model. But it can be used to show KDD potential on actual science cases (referreed papers).
Scientific Use Case: photometric redshifts of SDSS galaxies:
1. Train a Neural Network and test it.
2. Download a catalogue data about Abell2255 from the VO.
3. Use your own neural network to verify that Abell2255 is actually a cluster of galaxies and find its redshift.

Data Mining was unknown to almost all the participants.
Who found DAME interesting found it easy to use, too!
Several researchers wondered if they could use KDD for their science.
A glimpse of the brandnew shining Front End.
Prioritized functionality

- Supervised regression and classification.
- Unsupervised clustering.
- Multi-Layer clustering.
- Image segmentation.

Guest stars

- VOGClusters: a web application for globular clusters;
- Wide Field X-Ray Telescopes Transient Calculator;
Key components: BoK, App framework, Deployment environment.
DAME tries to address algorithms and deployment infrastructure: what about the BoK extraction?

The Virtual Observatory is the best environment for BoK selection, and we are now starting to have VO specific tools that will allow to do that. For example:

- Semantics WG (I’m looking forward to hear Matthew’s talk!)
- CDS annotation service;
- VOdka (?).
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